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This issue’s featured roundtable essay is from a roundtable
on global order, great power competition, and the likelihood
of war, which emerged from a colloquium hosted by Perry
World House in September 2018 on the current state of the
global order.

T

he next decade is likely to bring
an intensification of great power
competition. This is not a new or
recent development, although Donald
Trump’s approach to national security has drawn
attention to it:1 Chinese assertiveness in the
South China Sea was evident during the Obama
presidency and Russia’s occupation of Crimea, of
course, predates Trump’s election.2
Nevertheless,
understanding
what
this
burgeoning competition means for global order
requires answering three questions. First, what is
the prognosis for great power competition in the
foreseeable future? Second, is war among great
powers becoming more likely or do structural or
normative considerations mean the risks are being
exaggerated? Third, what is the likely evolution of
the international order in East Asia where China
is reasserting itself? To answer these questions
briefly: Great power competition is, in fact, likely
to intensify in the coming years. Moreover, the risk
of limited war during this period of competition
will be moderately high but, nevertheless, nuclear
weapons will continue to limit the likelihood that a
major war will break out. Finally, the combination
of a rising China and a relatively declining United
States creates the possibility for much uncertainty
and potential conflict in East Asia.

Why Has Great Power
Competition Returned?
Over the last few decades, the United States and
China have cooperated more than many theorists
of international relations might expect.3 Forging
extensive economic ties has been in the interest
of both countries. However, those ties have also
served as the foundation for Chinese economic
growth — growth that has effectively translated
into military might. As I have argued elsewhere, the
particular combination of American and Chinese
time horizons has allowed this cooperation to
flourish.4 While Washington was focused on other
short-term threats to its security, Beijing was
patiently “biding its time,” recognizing that its
brightest days as a great power lay ahead.5
In recent years, this dynamic has shifted. Most
importantly, for a mix of both domestic and
international reasons, China has become more
assertive in the South China Sea, prompting
questions about its long-term intentions.6 In turn,
Washington has become increasingly nervous about
the consequences of China’s economic growth
and military expansion, and policymakers inside
the Beltway are now asking whether America’s
strategic approach to China has been misguided.7
The consequence has been heightened tensions
with rising concerns about the prospects for a
military clash between the two countries. A more
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cooperative relationship might be restored if either
America’s or China’s time horizon were to shift
back to what it was, but all signs at the moment
point to continuing growth in Chinese ambitions
and concomitant growth in American concern.8
While shifting time horizons are critical to
understanding the evolution of Sino-American
relations, a real and perceptible decline in American
relative power together with a relative rise in
China’s power is crucial to understanding why
great power competition has returned.9 Simplistic
arguments about the “Thucydides Trap” ought to
be rejected,10 but the simple dynamics of relative
power in the international system can explain
a great deal. China’s increase in power may very
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well produce fear in the United States, but the two
countries can manage this shift in power dynamics
in ways that will make war and peace more or less
likely.11 As the relative power of the United States
declines, it may become less willing and able to
defend previously defined American interests
around the globe.12 Recent history gives us two
examples of this: Chastened by his experience in
Libya, Barack Obama grew increasingly reluctant
about projecting American power abroad, while
Donald Trump has signaled a reticence about
American involvement in international affairs and
organizations.13 Meanwhile, as China continues to
grow it has slowly been expanding its presence
throughout Asia, meeting little resistance along the
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way.14 At some point, expanding Chinese interests
will encounter the remnants of American interests
(shrinking though they may be) and it is in these
spaces that competition will occur.15 One could
tell a similar story about Russia. While Russia’s
relative power has not been increasing at the same
rate as China’s, the country has been emboldened
to pursue its interests in ongoing disputes such as
the Syrian civil war.16 Where those interests butt
up against American interests — for example over
Iran — is where we ought to expect to see the most
intense competition in the coming decade.17

Competition Turning Into Conflict
Is this competition likely to lead to war between
the United States and China, Russia, or other
countries? In short, the probability of great power
war is higher now than it has been in some
time, but nuclear weapons continue to limit the
likelihood of a systemic great power war breaking
out. However, as the United States becomes more
concerned about Chinese intentions and as Beijing
becomes more focused on short-term targets
of opportunities in the South China Sea and
elsewhere, the probability of conflict rises.18 Where
war is most likely to occur is through a process of
alliance entrapment, a potentially volatile scenario
that has been underappreciated by advocates of an
American-led, global international order. Skeptics of
entrapment have typically pointed to the experience
of the Cold War to argue that the likelihood of great
powers becoming entrapped by their weaker allies
is limited.19 During the Cold War, however, both the
United States and the Soviet Union defined their
interests globally, making it difficult for either to be
entrapped into a conflict it had not defined as part of
its interests. Today, the United States may be more

tempted to define its interests more narrowly even
as it recognizes the risk posed by a rising China. The
result is a higher likelihood of American entrapment
in conflicts it might otherwise prefer to avoid.
Such entrapment is a particular risk for great
powers like the United States that remain absolutely
powerful but are arguably in relative decline. The
United States has an interest in not seeing China
become a hegemonic power in East Asia. At the
same time, the United States is not likely to confront
China directly over its growing interests and
aspirations in the region. The anticipated costs of
direct conflict between the two countries are likely
sufficient to dissuade either side from initiating
such a war. Instead, conflict is more likely to emerge
when a friend or ally of the United States — such as
Vietnam, the Philippines, or Japan — finds itself in
a crisis with Beijing. Washington will be tempted to
intervene on behalf of these friends in order to put
the brakes on any growing Chinese influence in the
region. Dangerously, smaller powers may be tempted
to provoke China precisely to generate this American
response. Military clashes in the waters of East and
Southeast Asia are relatively easy to envision, and
have already occurred in recent decades — consider,
for example, the Mischief Reef disputes in the 1990s,
or the Scarborough Shoal incident in the 2000s.20
Fortunately, such clashes are likely to remain
limited in scale. While some worry that innovations
in nuclear weapons technology have made such
weapons more usable and more practical in the
conduct of warfare, the dynamics of escalation from
the use of a small, low-yield nuclear weapon are still
difficult to predict.21 The dangers of a catastrophic
nuclear conflagration will continue to place a lid on
any possible future conflicts between the United
States and China. Importantly, however, the risks of
continuous crises and skirmishes are significant —
and escalation is possible.22
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Conclusion

An emerging structure of the Asian international
order may take some time to become evident,
but what might that order look like? First, the
U.S. commitment to East Asia is more likely to
weaken than to strengthen. If America’s relative
power continues to decline compared to China’s,
it will be difficult for the United States to sustain a
presence in East Asia that is more reassuring than
it is dangerous.23 Second, China is likely to become
a more dominant presence in the region. While
smaller powers may pursue various strategies
to constrain assertions of Chinese power, their
options will be limited, especially if the United
States signals that it is unwilling to be drawn into a
war in East Asia. One ought to expect to see efforts
by some smaller powers in the region to balance
against an increasingly assertive China, but other
countries may also pursue opportunities to benefit
from cooperation with China, despite the threat
China might pose over the long term.
Just how much China would seek to disrupt
the existing international order remains unclear.
China has certainly benefited from an international
order that has allowed it to prosper from relatively
open trade with other countries. At the same time,
China is less enamored of other aspects of the socalled “liberal international order,” including the
promotion of democracy. While China may desire
a dominant position in East Asia, it is unclear how
concerned Beijing might be about the prospects
of South Korea or Japan were they unconstrained
by their American ally. In short, reactions to a
Chinese revision of the international order may
be enthusiastic in some areas, but they may be
more reluctant in others. Beijing’s ability to carry
through such revisions to the order will depend on
its ability to combine coercion and persuasion in its
relations with other countries in Asia and beyond.
The more it has to rely on coercion, the more likely
conflict between China and its neighbors — as well
as other great powers — becomes. In short, little
is foreordained about the nature of a Chinese-led
international order. How such an order is likely
to evolve depends on Chinese preferences and
behavior, but also on how others react to its efforts
to shape the East Asian order.

In short, great power competition has never gone
away in the way that many had hoped in the years
following the end of the Cold War.24 Such competition
was certainly muted during this era, when American
power was predominant, Russia was in decline, and
China’s rise was in its nascent stages. But all of that
has changed now. The United States is in relative
decline, Russia is resurgent, and China has acquired
the capabilities to act more assertively. At the same
time, the time horizons of all of these powers may
be shifting in foreboding ways: The United States
is becoming more attentive to the long-term threats
of these great powers, while both China and Russia
become more assertive in the short term, which
will, in turn, provoke more long-term concerns in
Washington. The implications are likely to be more
competition and, indeed, the possibility of great
power war.25 Nuclear weapons may very well provide
insurance against the outbreak of a catastrophic war,
but the dangers of smaller conflicts — and the ways
in which they might escalate — are significant and
worrisome. How to prevent great power competition
from escalating to great power conflict is sure to be
one of the significant challenges of the coming years
for policymakers and scholars alike.
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